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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The· study of group dynamics has· always· be·en fascinating to those 
interested in a group setting. While much has been done in ,thi$ area, 
a still larger amount of knowledge lies un-sorted and mysterious in 
the realm of group behavior. 
When, and specifically, when one who transmits enthusiasm and a 
guiding hand to a group, attempts to understand its workings, dynamics 
enter the group. 
A group has· been defined as the meeting of a number of people 
·and their subsequent interaction1 • Admittedly, social interaction does 
take place in a group, if the above definition is accepted. This in­
teraction has to do with a variety of complex elements, not the least 
of which is the need factor. 
This need factor is present within each individual within a 
group2• To be sure, each person attempts group interaction to satisfy 
his own sometimes critical, sometimes passing needs. How well the in­
dividual mingles his inne� self with the inner selves of the.rest of 
the- group ·will,. it seems, determine to what extent social development 
\ maturing has taken place. 
1Mabel .Ao Elliott, Ph.D. and Francis E. Merril, Ph.D., Social 
Disorganization (New York: Harper and Row, 1961), p. 5. 
2walter M. Lifton, Working With Groups (New York: Wiley and 
Sons, Inc.� ·1966), p. 25. 
. This area of group work is doubly fascinating. One can hardly 
dissect a group as one would the subject in a biological experiment. 
Then too it seems, that in a group there are so many intangibles, one 
can only get at what really goes on and why, by implication. 
Too many of the respected authors have put in too many hours of 
diligent labor on the subject of groups for anyone to sugges't that 
theie is not an indescribable something at ·work in the group process. 
2 
Perhaps, ,little by little, the mysteries surrounding what the 
interaction in a group-setting is really all.about, may be avoided. 
At any rate, it will be the burden of this investigation to look at 
one segment -of this interaction. Having made some observations through 
the use of suitable instruments·, it may then be possible to tabulate 
some results, if not conclusions. 
One thing which deserves mention is the fact that lack of knowl-
edge and understanding concerning group processes exists·. The writer 
has spoken to counselors who lamented the fact that group work has 
been so much misunderstood3 • On other oc.ca _sions, the writer had a 
conversation with a department chairman of a sizable educational insti­
tution. This chairma_n was teaching a class in group dynamics. And 
yet, his conversation indicated much doubt on his part concerning the 
efficacy of group work. He, in fact, went so far as to suggest that 
perhaps ·there were dangers in such situations. The openess of a group 
appeared to be the main area of danger, according to this man4 • 
3conversation with Counselors at Mankato Public High School, 
Mankato, Minnesota. March, 1967. 
4conversation with a teacher of group dynamics at a mid-western 
College. April, .1967. 
It seems that the purposes of continui�g research in areas of 
··group work are not done for the sole enhancement of researchers. Per-
haps one may be so bold as to suggest that such research may help the 
doubtful gather new insights. Ancillary to such effects, it perhaps 
also aids those directly concerned with group dynamics, to formulate 
their own theorie·s of such dynamics in a manner more acceptable to 
themselves and society. 
Statement of the Problem ---
3 
}2'he purpose of this investigation was to determine whether any 
person in a group is able to recognize a high need structure in others, 
similar to his own, or whether perceptual blocking takes place. But 
equally important is the why of group behaviorJ Some counselors by 
their own admission, and others by r�sults of behavior in groups they 
guide, have shown the need for more understanding of group dynamics5 • 
It was hoped that this study would in some way shed light on a hazy 
area of counseling. It does seem apparent that a counselor is called 
upon to share his influence wit� a foimidably large group of people� 'To 
do so requires that the counselor either spread himself so thinly that 
there is little chance of his being effective, or perhaps it is at 
th� point that group counseling comes into focus� The counselor could 
conceivably handle more than one individual at any given moment in 
some areas of counseling. When one speaks of test interpretations or 
5conversation with counselors at Mankato Public· High School, 
Mankato, Minnesota. March, 1967. 
· speakiQg .. to students with academic problems-, or- even helping students 
-discuss perennial problem areas of_ socialization, . such as meeting 
people and dating, . group work seems· indicated. And. this for several 
reasons. One might suggest that people with a common difficulty might 
profit more from interaction with others who have the probl�m, than from 
a counselor who.may understand but does not actually share the diffi­
culty. Secondly, some people may be afraid to face a counselor with a 
problem, but in a group their courage is bolstered6 • Finally, sheer 
numbers of people would make the task· impossible· for the most well­
equipped counselor. Y�t-with groups, he may reach more people more 
_) 
effectively than would be the case with individual counseling. 
Writers suggest however; that some groups are ineffective. This 
is not to say that there is anything lacking in the group framework. 
That is, if groups have not been successful, it is not fair to consign 
that condition to the fact that such is "the nature of the beast." 
4 
"Beast" here refers to the group process. Perhaps the "beast" when 
properly tamed would respond most admirably •. One does not throw out 
groups as a whole, because some do not function properly. One does 
inform himself more accurately on the group process. Armed with sue� new 
information, it may then be possible to work effectively with a group. 
This inves�igation confined itself to one pilot group. The 
group was made up of a number of students in a group procedures class 
at South Dakota State University under the auspices of the department 
6Edward C. Glanz, Groups in Guidance (Boston: Allyn and 
Bacon, Inc. , 1962), pp. 8-13. 
·ot guidaAce and counseling. The class was made up of 15 students, the 
majority of whom had known each other some months· prior to entering the 
group procedures class. They were generally of th� same age group, 
with 2 or� exceptions. All of them were working toward a Masters 
Degree in Counseling. 
5 
The above mentioned group shared interaction for about eight 
weeks. Data were gathered for this investigation� It was felt that the 
members of the group were sufficiently famil_iar with each other to 
eliminate uncontrollable variables,·such as lack of adequate acquaint­
ance, or lack of· feeling themselves to be a part of the group. 
CHAPTER 2 
RELATED RESEARCH 
Ai a part of this investigatiori, a review of related research 
was done. Much has been written on group dynamics·, group s,tructure, 
group fu.nction in various settings, along with a host of articles 
dealing with more specific areas in group study. This review deals 
with those studies pertinent to the_ burden of this investigation. 
·Before one can speak of· st�dy of groups, one ought to have 7) 
working definition of a group. A group, according to Elliott and 
Merrill, is a number of individuals who meet for the specific purpose 
· of achieving desired goals by mutually-acceptable means. Interaction 
is the single word which might sum up the essence of a group.:) 
Cartwright and Zander, Lifton, Thelen, Glanz, Bonner, Rogers, 
and many others speak about this interaction at length. But prior to 
interaction, they assume another aspect _of group function. Cohesion 
6 
or cohesiveness is referred to by these same authors. Glanz states it 
most clearly, when he suggests that cohesiveness is difficult to define 
✓• 
but can be stated thus: 
The degree of closeness or feeling of oneness is described 
-in group dynamics language as a study of group cohesion. A 
concept dlfficult to put into words but easy to observe 
and feel has been called by one writer the glue-effect of 
a group7. 
7Edward C. Glanz, Groups in Guidance (Bosto�1: Allyn and 
Bacon, 1967), p. 20. 
7 
Cohesiort 
This cohesion is, a prerequisite to interactioh, the next ingre­
dient of proper group-function. But tn- spea�ing about interaction, 
one would suggest that the term is almost self-exp_lanatory. However, 
assuming cohesion is present in a group structure, what then? Then 
interaction is possible. Lifton speaks about interaction at some 
length. He suggests that this is nothing more nor less than a mutual 
exchange of thought and feeling.8 But then, o'ne may well ask, why is 
it so necessary to have_this interchange? Why do people need to ex­
press themselves? The key work and burden of this entire investiga­
tion has just been stated in the term need. This need to share 
thoughts and feelings is _attested to by Glanz. "Each person will 
satisfy the needs of self and of his own personality in a particular 
fashion.119 Other writers approach the same idea differently, but with 
the same outcome. 
Need 
At this point, ik is pertinent to this investigation to include 
some of the developments1n the area of needs. Maslow has pinpointed 
seven general areas of need in man. These seven include: 
\ 
8 
"f k" . h Walter M. Li ton, Wor ing Wit Groups 
Sons, Inc. , 1966), p. 219. 
(New York: Wiley and 
9Edward Co Glanz, Groups in Guidance (Boston: Allyn and 
Bacon, 1967), Po 69. 
-�) Physiological 
2) · Safety needs 
3) Belongingess and love 
4) Esteem 
5) Self-actualization 
6) Desires to know and understand 
7) Aesthetic needs 
8 
. This need·structure, according to Maslow� is not exclusive., He believes 
· with many others that for most people there exists a pattern of need 
satisfaction, which shows some needs to be more basic than others10 • 
Murray becomes more specific in· the area of needs. He lists. 
"viscerogeric needs" and "psychogenic needs". The former have to do 
with primary innate bodily reactions, and are not pertinent to this in­
vestigation. !he "psychogenic needs", are those which are presumably 
dependent upon and derived fibm the primary needs. They stand for 
common reactions and wishes. Murray divides the psychogenic needs in 
this way11 • 
The first five pertain chiefly to inanimate objects. 
Acquisition--to gain possession or property. 
Conservance--to collect, repai� clean things. 
Order--to arrange, organizej put away objects. 
Retention--to retain possession of things. 
Construction--to organize and build. 
Actions which commonly express ambition, will to power, desire 
for accomplishment and prestige have been.classified as follows: 
lOA. H. Maslow, Motivation and Personality (New York: Harper 
and Row Co., 1954), pp. 80-106. 
1,1Henry A. Murray, Explorations in Personality (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1938. Second printing 1947), pp. 78-80. 
· ·superiority--ambitious attitude. 
Achievant--will to power. 
Recognition--desire for approval� 
Achievement--(Achievant Attitude) to overcome obstacles. 
Recognition--(Self-forwarding attitude) t6 excite praise 
and commendation. 
Exhibition--(Exhibitionistic Attitude) to attract attention 
to one's person. 
Desires and actions of defense states: 
Inviolacy--{Inviolate Attitude) desire to preserve good name. 
Infaviodance--to avoid failure, shame. 
Defendance--to justify one's actions. 
Counteraction--to defend one's honor in action. 
The next five needs have to do with power: 
Dominance--need to control. · 
Deference--to follow others. 
S imilance--to empathize. 
Autonomy--to strive for independence. 
Contrarience--to take the unconventional side. 
The next two are sado-masochistic needs: 
Aggression--to assault, injure, or punish. 
Abasement--to surrender, to apologize, confess, or atone. 
The next need involves inhibition. 
Blamavoidance--to desire social acceptance. 
The next four needs deal with affection between people: 
9 
· ,• Affiliation--to love, to join groups� 
Rejection--to snub, ignore, exclude. 
Nurturance--to nourish aid or protect • . 
·succorance--to seek aid, pro�ectiori, or sympathy. � 
Play--to have fun, play games. 
Finally, two complimentary needs deserve mention: 
Cognizance--to explore, to satisfy curiosity. 
Exposition--to give information, explain, interpret, 
lecturel2. 
10 
These are what Murray would call "manifest needs", inherent or 
developed. They exist in people to varying degrees. But they do demand 
satisfaction. 
In so far as a need is defined as a disequillibrium, it 
falls into the category of finalistic concepts, of which 
the Second Law of Thermodynamics i� typical. The latter 
has been stated as follows: "In all processes with 
which we are acquainted, every known form of energy at a 
high potential always tends to run down to energy at the 
lowest potential circumstances will allow. " According 
to this principle, affairs tend to take a certain course. 
The need theory calls attention to a similar phenomenon 
observable in human behaviorl3. 
Murray goes on to decry the fact that psychologists "make such 
obstinate attempts to ev�de the dir�ctional or finalistic (sic) aspect 
of living.processes, in the name of science, when most sciences have 
12Ibid. , pp. 80-84. 
13Ibid. , p. 67. 
J . 
·recorded.and conceptualized such tendencies"14 .-
Need Structure 
11 
Following men such as Maslow and Murray, one· finds that- individ­
uals have a series of needs, some of which are more basic t�an others. 
This can be called a need structure. 
In accordance with the design, it was the purpose of this inves-' 
-tigation to determine to what extent this need structure of a.ny individ-
. ual in ·a group is recognizable to 'o.ther members of that group. In his 
book on dynamics of counseling, Bonner suggests that need satisfaction 
does not exist in� group setting15 • Accordirig to such a stand, 
Bonner brings up a point which is diametrically opposed to other theo­
rists. How one handles this direct denial of existing points of view 
does pose a problem. However, one reviewer of his book makes this 
point. He questions how Bonner then explains the modification we call 
learning, which takes place in behavior. The.reviewer's point seems 
well taken. And in the face of formidable odds with little proof for 
his position, it seems Bonner is· not u.nlike a politician who unwit- _ 
. .  / 
tingly makes an assertion, but is forced to back· it up, because 
someone found him out. 
One may, then, in the light of preceding evidence, propose that 
14Ibid-. �- p. 67. 
15Hubert Bonner, Group Dynamics: Principles and Applications 
(New York: The Ronald Press Co., 1959), p. 1030 
• 
12 
· members of a group do come · to the group with ne-eds. These needs demand · 
· satis-faction. 
Suffice it to say that there· seems to be l�ttle disagreement as 
to what actually takes place in the group. Perhaps · the "how" and "why" 
of group dynamics are the fly in the ointment. 
Instrument 
To assess need structure, it was necessary - to find an instrument 
suitable to this purpose. 
Such.an instrument would hopefully measure the need factors of 
an in<Jividualo 
After some research, and observations from experts in the field 
of testing, it was decided that for present purpos�s, the Edwards 
Personal Preference Schedule would be a suitable instrument. 
The rationale behind such choice can be summed up as follows: 
The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) was designed 
primarily as an instrument for research and counseling purposes, to 
provide quick and convenient measures o·f a number of relatively 
independent normal persohality variables. 
As far as structure of this instrument is concerned one may find 
-the following statement in the introduction to the manual. 
The statements in the EPPS and the variables that these statements 
purport -to measure have their origin in a_list of manifest need pre­
sented by H. S. Murray and others. The names that have been assigned 
to the variables are those used by Murray. The explanations of these 
13 
needs appear in Appendix "B". 
A list of the fifteen variables follows: 
1. Achievement (ach) 
2. Deference (def) 
3. Order (ord) 
4. Exhibition (exh) 
5. Automony (aut) 
6. Affiliation (aff) 
7. Intraception (int) 
8. Succorance (sue) 
9. Dominance (dom) 
10. Abasement (aba) 
11. Nurturance (nur) 
12. Charige (chg) 
13. Endurance (end) 
14. Heterris�xuality (het) 
15. Aggression (agg) 
In addition to the above 15 personality variables, the EPPS pro­
vides a measure of consistency and a measure of profile stability. 
Basically, this instrument was derived from a group of questions 
in which a "yes" indicates the subject feels the statement to be charac­
teristic of himself. A "no" choice indicates the statement is not 
thought to be characteristic of himself; by the subject. The statements 
are also scaled for degrees of social desirability by the successive 
interval method. An attempt is made in the EPPS to minimize the influ­
ence. of social desirability in responses to statements • 
. Because other instruments have either clinical or maladjustive 
connotations and ·such were not of importance or aid to this study, it 
was felt that�the EPPS would be the more suitable instrument in this 
case 16• 
!�Allen L. Edwards, Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (New 
York: The Psychological Corporation, 1959). 
205907 
-� ......... . ..... ...... ... ______ -
Two other items deserve mention at this point. They are the 
reliability and validity. 
14 
Intercorrelations made on a samp,le of l509 subjects "are in 
general quite low17." The largest coefficient app�ared between affili­
ation and nurturance (.46). The next largest is between automony and 
nurturance (.39). These low values show that the variables are, in 
reality, relatively independent18 
As far as validity is concerned, not too much detail seems the 
I 
wiser move, since no conclusive data in regard to validity of the EPPS 
I - . 
bas been gathered; In general, when compared with three other scales. 
of a somewhat similar nature the EPPS correlations are "in general, in 
the expected directions . - . . 
It was felt that the information given on the EPPS is sufficient 
for present purposes. More detailed information on this scale may be 
found in Edwards' book on Techniques of Attitude Scale. Construction. 
No copy of the EPPS is included in this paper, since it is a 
rather widely known and easily obtainable scale. 
Review of the Edwards 
It was felt that a review of the EPPS was pertinent to this in­
vestigation. The following remarks were found in Buras' work on 
17Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
.. 
printed tests. 
Until the development of the EPPS, no really th?rough­
going attempt had been made to measure manifest needs 
in the Murray system by the inventory method • • •  
Other remarks included the fact that the EPPS has satisfactory 
reliability. However, the validity of the EPPS was contested. · The 
gadfly is the social desirability factor. Wiiters in Bures felt that 
15 
a certain amount of wishful thinking enshrouded the factor of validity. 
However, Edwards' statistics on social desirabtlity were available. 
Nevertheless, some caution was advanced in the use of the EPPS. 
A remark was made that in ordinary counseling situations some 
difficulty might occur, in that subjects might make choices more so­
cially desirable. However, Edwards resorted to the forced choice 
method of pairing statements. This was to have further enhanced 
validity of the EPPs19. 
For the purpose of this investigation, it was felt that the 
prior training of the subjects would aid in insuring validity. The 
EPPS was used in this investigation. 
19oscar Krisen Bur�s, ed. The Fifth Mental Measurement Year­
book (New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 1959), pp. 1 13-120. 
\ 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
This investigation is to be regarded as a· pilot s·tudy. It was an' 
hypothesis that an individual in a group setting could not recognize a 
need structure similar to his own in other members of the group? 
Results obtained deal with the sample described below. 
Group Investigated_ 
For the purpose of this investigation, some kind of group 
was necessary. Such a group could.be found on the South Dakota State 
University campus. fi_he group chosen was a class in Group Procedures, 
in the Department of Guidance and Counseling. The term class applied to 
this group in name only. From the beginning, these people were treated, 
and acted as a group j There were 15 members in the group, al 1 majors 
in counseling and guidance. They had been acquainted with each other 
some time before entering the group. By observation, these people 
behaved as members of a group. This observation consisted of perceiving 
these. p�ople pbrtray the · classic patterns of group behavior: 
1) Anxiety 
2) Testing limits 
3) Hostility 
4) Acceptance 
Instruments 
Although the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule . (EPPS) was used, 
/ 17 
./ 
another instrument had to be devised for this investigation. The EPPS 
did yield a self-rating for each individual on each of the· 15 needs. 
However, for the purpose of this investigation it became 
necessary to devise an instrument which would allow each member of the 
group to rank the other members on each of the needs used in the EPPS •. 
This devised instrument (Appendix "A") would 'then allow a·rank differ­
ence correlation to be made between actual scores on the EPPS and 
scores given by others on each need on the devised instrument. First 
of all, 11 of 15 of the needs listed on the EPPS were chosen. Four of 
these were not pertinent to t�is study. The explanations for each of 
these needs accompanied the ranking sheet. The explanations were the 
same as those used on the EPPS (Appendix "B"). 
The instrument was so devised, that for each need, there were 
six possible ranks. This allowed the subject to assign ranks of 1, 2, 
3, . and 13, 14, 15 to members of the group on each need. This yielded a· 
ranking order of the people thought to be highest in each n�ed. It also 
yielded a ranking order of the three lowest per?ons in each need. 
The completed instrument gave the subject's ranking order of the 
other individuals in the· group, on each of eleven needs · taken from the 
EPPSo 
Gathering Data 
A time had to be chosen in the life of the group for gathering 
data. This data was gathered by means of the Edwards Personal Prefer­
ence Schedule (EPPS), and the devised instrument alluded_to by the 
18 
. I 
investigator. 
One realization presented itself at this point. Does this group 
have enough cohesion? At this point, observation provided an only 
indicator 6f group function. Accordin� to Gl�nz� cohesion h�s been 
defined as the degree to which a group functions with high morale and 
mutual satisfaction. This group did function-with a high morale and 
mutual satisfaction of members; this was learned from. conversations 
with group members, as well as observation of the group in action. 
It was decided to. gather the data during the sixth class meeting 
of the group. Each per�cin was assigned a number. The EPPS was handed 
to the members of the group. The instruction manual was followed. 
Procedure was explained to the group. No time limit was set, following 
instructions in the manual·. When the EPPS had been completed by the 
whole group, it was returned. Then a .copy of the devised instrument 
was given to each member of the group, along with a copy of the need 
descriptions found in the EPPS (Appendix "A"). The same need descrip­
tion was used for both the EPPS and the devised instrument, to avoid 
misunderstanding. As before, no ·time limit was set. The members of 
the group proceeded to ra�k one another on the devised instrument 
(Appendix· "A"). They ranked the thr·ee highest and lowest members re­
spectively, accord�ng to each need. The completed instrument repre� 
sented a profile of each individual's perception of the rank of other 
members uf the group, on each need. It took about one and one-half 
hours to complete the tests. 
The gathering of data and analysis was employed tc determine 
i 
I 
·whethe� an individual in a group setting co�ld ·perceive a need struc-
ture similar to his own in others. 
Correlations between actual rank on the EPPS and assigned rank 
on a devised instrument were used to determine whether o-r not the 
hypothesis was born out by thls investigation. Data were analyzed by 
means of rank order djfference correlations. · 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
With the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule and the devised 
instrument completed, scoring and compilation of gathered information 
was possible. This was done in the following manner. 
The EPPS was hand-scored for the fifteen persons who had taken 
the test. The scores for each person, on each variable, were placed 
pn Table 1. This provid�d a ready reference for later ranking of the 
kcores. 
On Table 2, the scores for each individual were ranked from 
highest to lowest need. This will be referred to at a later point in 
the text. 
Table 3 represents these same scores placed in group_ rank order 
on each need. These three tables represent the actual scores on the 
EPPS, and the individual and group ranks, r€spectively. 
The devised instrument was scored in this manner. The assigned 
ranks of members of the ·group chosen, were ranked on each of the EPPS 
needs according to the numbers assigned to rank 1, 2, 3, 13, ,14, and 
15 on eich need were then compared with these- same individuals' actual 
ranks on the EPPS, for the need in question. A rank difference correla­
tion was don� 6n the assigned r�nk and actual rank of the six choices 
on each need. _This yielded a perception score. That is, the correla­
tion indicated the degree of perceptual consistency or variability on 
Table 1. Individual scores on each need,_according to EPPS.* 
Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 · 10 11 12 
Ach 14 16 15 14 17 19 8 16 8 12 10 18 
Def 14 10 7 15 6 8 15 13 15 12 11 12 
Exh 12 16 13 12 9 11 17 14 13 15 18 9 
Aut 18 20 26 16 19 15 12 12 23 12 26 10 
Int 24 24 20 19 20 21 24 21 21 11 7 24 
Sue 7 5 7 2- 16 6 14 11 5 13 13 11 
Dom 17 20 16 21 11 13 16 12 17 13 10 8 
Nur 17 14 11 18 . 19 18 18 14 10 19 24 18 
Chg 13 23 18 16 19 16 16 21 21 6 17 16 
End 5 1 4 15 6 11 11 3 11 11 13 6 
Agg 14 13 19 11 7 17 17 5 13 10 14 11 
· *Highest possible score on EPPS, for any need, is 26. 
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Table i�- Self-Rank of each individual, on each need, according to the EPPS . 
Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Ach 6 5. 5 6 8 5 2 11 3 10 6 8. 5 2. 5 
Def '6 9 9. 5 6. 5 11 10 7 6 5 6 7 5 
Exh 9 5. 5 7 9 10 8. 5 3. 5 4. 5 6.5 2 2 9 
Aut 2 3. 5 1 4. 5 3 6 9 7. 5 1 6 11 8 
Int 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1. 5 2. 5 8. 5 10 1 
Sue 10 10 9. 5 11 6 11 8 9 11 3. 5 5. 5 6. 5 
Dom 3. 5 3. 5 5 1 9 7 5�5 7 . 5  4 3.5 8. 5 10 
Nur 3. 5 7 8 3 3 3 2 4. 5 9 1 1 2. 5 
Chg 8 2 4 4.5 3 5 5. 5 1.5 2.5 11 3 4 
End 11 11 11 6.5 7 8. 5 10 11 8 8. 5 · 5. 5 11 
Agg_ 6 8 3 10 8 4 3.5 10 6. 5 10 4 6. 5 
13 14 
3 1 
11 4 
8 2 
1 10 
5. 5 4 
8 4 
5. 5 9 
4· 6 
2 7o5 
8 11 
10. -7 .5 
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6. 5 
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11 
1 
6. 5. 
9 
10 
3. 5 
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Table 3. Rank of individu a ls tak ing the EPPS , as a group i on ea ch need. 
Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . 10 11 12 --
Ach 10 6. 5 8 10 4. 5 1. 5 14. 5 6. 5 14. 5 . 12 13 3 
Def .6 11 14 4 15 12. 5 4 7 4 8 . 5 10 8. 5 
Exh 10. 5 · 4  8 10. 5 · 14. 5 12. 5 3 6 8 5 1. 5 14. 5 
Aut 6 3. 5 1 7 5 8 10 . 5  10. 5 2 10. 5 15 13 
Int 2. 5 2. 5 9'. 5 11 9 . 5  7 2. 5 7 7 14 15 2. 5 
Su e 10 13. 5 10 15 1. 5  12 3 7. 5 13 .• 5 5 5 7. 5 
Dom 11. 5 3 6 . 5  2 12 9. 5 6. 5 11 4. 5 9. 5 13. 5 15 
Nur 8 11. 5 14 5 . 5  2.5 5. 5 5. 5 11. 5 i 5  2. 5 1 5. 5 
Chg 13 1 6 9. 5 4. 5 9. 5 9. 5 2. 5 2. 5 15 7 9. 5 
End 12 15 13 l. 10. 5 5. 5 5. 5 14 5. 5 5. 5 2. 5 10. 5 
Agg 6 8. 5 1 9. 5 14  2. 5 2. 5 15 8. 5 11. 5  6 ' 9. 5 
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each neid. The correlation obtained was an indication of how accurately • 
the person doing the ranking was able to perceive the need structure of 
others. Such a cor;elation was calculated for each bf the eleven needs 
on the fifteen copies of the devised instruments completed by the 
members. of the group. Table 4 shows the perception correlation for 
each person in the �roup on each of the n�eds �sed on the instrument. 
This perception correlation represents the ability of s0bject 
· "A1 1  to perceive the actual rank of subject "B" o.n each need, on which. 
subject "A" had ranked subject "B". This relationship between the two 
ranks, a�signed and actual, yielded the perception correlations already 
mentioned. 
With this information, it was able to be determined whether or 
not one person in the group could perceive the actual need structure 
of another person in the group (Appendix "C"). 
The individual group member 's  ability to perceive need structures­
generally yielded low negative correlations. This indicated that an 
individual may or may not be able to perceive · a need structure similar 
to his own in others • 
. One more set of correlations was computed •. This . time, instead 
of dealing with an individual, the group as a whole was considered o 
This was done to see whether the total group rank in perception on each 
need would correlate with the group rank on actual scores on each need 
on the EPPS. Jable 8 shows the results of · a rank differ�nce correla­
tion. · Here again, "no significance" was the outcome. These correla­
tions established neither positive nor negative significance Q 
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Neither the individual member's ability to perceive need struc­
tures in other members of the group, nor the ability of the group to 
detect a specific need were substantiated as a result .of the investiga­
tion o . 
In accordance with the purpose of this investigation, it was 
then necessary io dd another set of correl�tion�. Now the perception 
correlations were also ranked in two directions. Table 5 shows the 
perception rank for each individual, on the EPPS needs � Table 6 shows. 
the gro�p rank for the perception corre_lations on each need. 
Referring to Table 2, a rank was done for each person on the 
needs on the EPPS. Table 5 shows a rank of the individual's perception 
correlations on each need. Another rank difference correlation was 
computed on the individual ' s  EPPS rank on the needs used, and the indi­
vidual person's rank on perceptions of the needs. This yielded a 
correlation between the group member' s  own need structure and his ability 
to perceive a similar need structure in others. The 15  correlations, 
one for each member of the group, are listed ih Table 7. Except for 
three , all of the corr�lations are negative � It was hypothesized that, 
except for three positive C?irelations, members of the group used in 
this pilo� study were unable to perceive needs similar to their own in 
other members of their group. However, none of the correlations 
reached the poi�t of either positive, or negative significance. 
Table 8 deals with the group rank difference corretation. The 
group ranks of Tables 3 and 4 (the group rank on each need in the EPPS, 
and the group rank on each need according to perception correlations 
Table 4 .  Perception correlations for each individual, on each need. * 
Subjects 1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12  13  14 15 
Ach . 52 .47 . 52 . 61 . 48 . 47 .72 . oo . 42 . 10 . 42 .39 . 90 . 29 . 33 
Def , 45 . 21 .74 .70 . 89 .66 • 75 .61 . 43 . 31 . 57 . 27 . 48 . 82 . 06 
Exh . 51 · . 66 . 52 . 26 • 75 . 82 . 50 . 49 . 64 .61  . 8 1  . 58 . 59 . 30 . 02 
Aut .60 . 64 . 05 . 51 . 55 .43 . 30 . 80 . 91 .69 • 75 . 35 . 59 0 52 _.90 
Int .61 . 47 ,47 . 48 .41 . 35 .8 1 , . 22 . 28 . 36 . 23 .06 0 84 � 17 .22 
Sue . 31 . 59 . 98 . 36 0 53 .57 . 25 . 51 .,72 . 10 .62 . 27 .85  . 31 .44 
Dom . 41 . 65 . 51 . 49 .63 . 84 .40 . 38 • 77 . 61 • 79 .61 .66 . 48 . 41 
Nur . 46 .69 0 51 o4O . 17 . 30 . 01 . 04 .77 . 40 . 45 . 32 . 47 . 30 0 79 
Chg .65 . 63 . 36 . 53 . 33 . 63 . 38 . 47 . 84 . 42 . 37 . 56 .77 � 49 . 78 
End . 36 • 77 . 42 . 25 . 39 . 92 .64 . 33 . 39 . 35 .42 . 52 . 58 . 43 . 56 
Agg . 53 .48 .65 .74 . 56 . 07 . 26 . 24 . 52 . 53 . 69 . 03 . . 53 . 15· 0 22 
*These are a function of the ability of each member of the group to as sign a rank to other members . 
approximating these same members ' actual rank on the EPPS . 
·.--·-
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Table 5. Perception rank of each person on ·each need, according to his ability to assign a rank to 
other members of  the group, approximating their actual rank on the EPPS. 
Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . 10 1 1  12 13 14 15 --
Ach 5 9.5 3.5 3 7 6 3 1 1  9 · 10. 5 8. 5 5 1 1  9 7 
Def ' 8 1 1  1 2 1 3 2 2 8 9 6 8. 5 9 1 1 1  
Exh 6 3 3.5 10 2 2 5 5 6 2. 5 1 2 5. 5 - 7 ,. 5  10 
Aut 3 5 10 5 5 7 8 1 1 1 3 6 . 5. 5 2 1 
Int 2 9 . 5  7 7 8 8 1 10 1 1  7 1 1  10 2 10 8. 5-
Sue 1 1  7 1 1 ' 9 6 5 10 4 · 5 10. 5 5 8. 5 1 6 5 
Dom 9 4 5. 5  6 3 1- 6 7 3. 5 2 � 5  2 1 4 4 6 
Nur 7 2 5.5 8 1 1  9 1 1  3 3. 5 6 7 7 10 7. 5 2 
Chg 1 6 9 4 10 4 7 6 2 5 10  3 3 3 3 
End 10 1 8 1 1  9 1 1  4 8 10 8 8. 5 4 7 5 .4 
Agg . 4 8 2 1 4 10 9 9 7 4 4 1 1  � 1 1  8. 5 
� 
------
Tabl e 6. Group Perception Rank of ea ch member on ea ch need , a s  compared to other group's member s ,  in 
their abi l ity to perceive rank of individua l s  on ea ch need ,  corresponding to a ctua l group rank of 
these same individua l s on the EPPS. 
Subj ects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 13 14 15 
Ach 3. 5 6. 5 3. 5 2 5 6. 5 1 14 8. 5 13 8 . 5  10 15 12 11  
Def 10  14 4 5 1 6 3 7 11  12 8 13 9 2 15 
Exh 10 4 9 14 3 1 1 1  12 5 6 2 8 7 13 15 
Aut 7 6 , 15 11 9 12 14 . 3 1 5 4 13 8 10 2 
Int 2 4. 5 4. 5 3 6 8 1 11. 5 9 7 10 14 15 13 11. 5 
Su e 10 . 5  4 15 9 6 5 13 7 2 14 3 12 1 10. 5 8 
Dom 12. 5 5 9 - 10 6 1 14 15 3 7. 5 2 7. 5 4 1 1  12. 5 
Nur 7 3 5 9. 5  14 12. 5 15 4 2 9. 5 8 1 1  6 12. 5 1 
Chg 4 5. 5 14 8 15 5. 5 12 10 1 1 1  13 7 . 3 9 2 
End 11 1 7. 5 14 9. 5 15 2 13 9. 5 12 7. 5 5 3 6 4 
Agg 6 9 3 1 4 14 10 11 8 6 2 15 6 13 12 
I\) 
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Table 7. · t6rrelation between need perception corielation ranking of 
each individual �nd his actuil ranking on the EPPS. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 · 12 13 14 15 
-. 30 -. 21 -. 09 +. 33 -.77 -. 39 -. 1 1  -. 09 +. 30 +. 07 +. 14 -. 49 �. 01 -. 09 -.60 
Table 8. Correlation between group perception correlation rank on 
each of 11 needs , and group rank of actual scores on the EPPS. 
Ach Def Exh Aut Int Sue Dom Nur Chg End Agg 
- 0 24 - . 11 !"' .  01 -. 05 +. 31. -. 04 -. 21 -. 53 -.06 -. 20 -. 06 
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1 1 resp�ctively ) were correlated, · in addition to correlations for each 
individual. This yielded a correlation on each need � for the whole 
group . It was thought that the individual members of the ·group could 
not perceive a need correlation structure - (Table . 3 ) . similar to _their 
own in others but no conclusive results were reached • . But neither 
could the group . be used as positive or negative corroborators of per-
. ceptive ability, since the gro�p correlations were no �ore significant, 
positively or negatively (Table 6 ) 0  Both sets of correlations were 
predominantly negative ·in characte�. Confer Tables 7 and 8. 
ii 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY · 
The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether a 
member of a group could perceive a need structure similar to his own, 
in other members of the group a This was a pilot · study designed to test 
the hypothesis, in a group of 1 5  students in a Group Procedures class 
at South Dakota Stat� University. It was a class in the Department of 
Guidance and Counseling. The hypothesis tested was the following: A 
member of a group can not perceive a need structure similar to his own , 
in other members of that same group. 
The hypothesis was tested by means of data gathered by means of 
two instruments. The first of thes� , the Edwards Personal Preference 
Schedule, was designed to determine the n�ed structures of the individ­
uals in the group under investigation. The second was a devi�ed instru­
ment, designed to determine each individual_' s ability to rank other 
members of the same group on needs found in the EPPS. 
Then a correlation was computed between the rank of the actual 
scores of an individual on the EPPS and the rank of that same individ­
ual ' s  perception scores on each need. This yielded a cortelation, 
iA�icating how well a given individual could perceive a need structure 
similar to his own, in others. 
Finally a group correlation was calculated. This consisted of a 
correlation of the group rank on each actu_al need an� the group rank on 
each perceived need. This was done to corroborate the findings in the 
first corr�lation. 
Results were inconclusive. There were no statistically 
significant findings on any of the correlations in the - data analyzed . , 
Gost of the correlations were negative in . nature, with a. few 
exceptions. It was not shown conclusively, �hat group· members , 
either can, or cannot perceive need structures in other members of the 
· group, which are similar to their own need structuresJ . S..., � 
For that reason, no evidence can be adduced to indicate that 
perceptual blocking, in regard to ·need structure, either does or does 
not take plac�. Therefor�, no cbnclusions are warranted on the basis 
of this investigation. 
Implications in this Investigation 
Though no conclusions based o� this study could be stated, som� 
implications did become apparent. 
�t was noticed that, though no statistical significance was · 
achieved, the rather low negative correlation (confer Tables 7 and 8)  
did �t the followiniiJ 
1) The individual did not recognize need structure similar to 
his own, in other members of the same g�oup . 
2) Far from recognition, an actual perceptual blocking was 
indicated, by a low (even though not significant) negative correlation . 
3) · Only three of the 15 persons tested were able to perceive 
need structures in others, similar to their own need structures, with 
a positive (though not significant) correlation . 
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· 4 )  · Limitations of_ �ample size may have had · something to do with 
results. However, it does seem th�t the selected sample should have, 
because of training and background, enabled these: 15 s�bjects to per­
ceive each other ' s  need structure more readily than the aveiage person 
could perceive a need structure in others - similar to his own need 
structure. Yet this �ould not be indicated by this investigation • .  
Several other implications present themselves, in the light of 
this investigation. Appendix "C" shows a schemati_c of all of the 
needs us�d in this investigation. It shows the individuals who ianked 
each need ln first, second or third place in their need structure. 
Then lines were drawn from these individuals to any other members of 
the group whom they had perceived to have a corresponding high specific 
need. The results were tabulated as possible choices and indicated on 
the right hand margin. This schematic w�s done to provide an addi­
tional sifting of the material in this investigation . No significant 
choices were evident. In no case was there . significant mutual choice. 
This would indicate that any recognition of mutual ranking was the 
result of chance. 
Other relationships w�re attempted, but none of them yielded 
usable information. One thought-provoking item did come to light . Of 
\ the _
l5 people in the · group, 11  indicated (on the EPPS ) that intraception 
(Appendix "A") wa� one of their three highest needs . · This would seem 
to be more than coincidence . Perhaps counselors, because of their 
training, feel that intraception is the mark of a good counselor . The 
suggestion i�, that the rate of high choice may be the result of 
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learning-sophistication , rather than actual fact. Or , an a lternative 
approach might suggest that , only people with a high characteristic of 
intraception become cou�selors. On no other need was .such a high rank­
ing noticeable. Six out of 15 , was the neit high�st- pr6portion •. In 
this case , 6 out of 15 of the members ranked nurturance· (Appendi,x "A 11 ) 
as one of their 3 highest needs. Here , again , it. might be suggested 
that almost half of this group saw themselves as dominant in helping 
others and that this fact is , as before , a function of counselor 
qttitude. Or , an _alternative analysis might suggest that only people 
➔ Ith a high characteristic of nurturance become counselors. Though 
these examples are only observations and untested , they are thought-
provoking. 
Implications for Further Research 
Though no conclusions were arrived at as a result of this inves­
tigation , some points for further study seem apparent � 
1 )  It would seem helpful io pursue the research in this 
· investigation with a larger sample. · 
2 )  The whole concept_ of need recognition demands further study 
and research � 
3) The questi�n of subject-sophistication is thought-provoking, 
and might well be tested against a non-counselor sample. 
4 )  Especially in counsel ing and therapy groups , a tested means 
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6f .�liminating possible perceptual bl�cking , a� discussed i� this inves­
tigation, would be most helpf0 1 in promoting healthier, more helpful , 
better functioning groups. 
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Achievement 
1. 
2. 
3. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Deference 
1. 
2. 
3 • .,..... 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Exhibtion 
1. 
2. 
3. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Automony 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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APPENDIX '_' A" 
Devised Instr�ment 
Intraception 
1. 
2. 
3-. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Succorance 
1. 
2. 
3. 
13. 
14 •. 
15. 
Dominance 
1. 
2. 
3. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Nurturance 
1. 
2. 
3. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
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Change 
1. 
2. 
3. 
13. 
14. 
1 5. 
Aggression 
1. 
2. 
3 • . 
13. 
14. 
1 5. 
. APPENDIX "A" (Continued) 
Endurance 
1. . 
2. 
3. 
13. 
14. , 
15. 
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· Nu�bers corresponding to chosen ihdividuals were pl�ced in the blanks 
provided. 
APPENDIX "B" 
The manifest needs associated with each of the 15 EPPS variables. 
ach Achievement : To do one's best, to be successful, to accom­
plish tasks requiring skill and effort, to be a recognized authority, 
_to accomplish something of great significance, ·to do a difficult �ob 
well, to solve difficult problems and puzzles, to pe able to do things 
better than others, to write a great novel or play. 
def Deference : To get suggestions from others, to find out 
wha"t others think, to follow instructions and do what is expected, to 
praise others, to tell others that they have done a good job . to 
accept the leadership of others, to read about great men, to conform 
to custom and avoid the unconventional, to let others make decisions. 
ord Order: To have written �ork neat and organized, to make 
plans before starting on a difficult task, ·to have things organized, 
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to keep things neat and orderly, to make advance plans when taking a 
trip, to organize details of work, to keep letters and files according 
to some system, to have meals organized and a definite time for eating, 
to have things .arranged so that - they run smoothly without change. 
exh Exhibition: To say witty and clever things, to tell amusing 
jokes and stories, to talk about personal adventures and experiences, 
to have others notice and comment upon one's  appearance, to say things 
j ust to see what effect it will have on others, to talk about personal 
achievements, to be the center of attention , to use words that others 
do not know the meaning of, to ask questions others cannot answer. 
aut Automony: To be able to come and go as desires, to say 
what one thinks about things, to be independent of others in making 
decisions, to feel free to do what one wants, to do things that are 
unconventional, to avoid situations where one is expected to conform, 
to do things without regard to · �hat others may think, to criticize 
those in positions of authority, to avoid responsibilities and obliga­
tions. 
aff Affiliation: · To be loyal to friends, to participate in 
friendly groups, to do things for friends, to form new friendships, to 
make as many friends as possible, to share things with friends, to do 
things with friend s  rather than alone, to form strong attachments, 
to write letters to friends. 
int Intraception: To analyze one 's  motives and feelings, to 
observe others, to understand how others feel about problems, to put 
APPENDIX "B" (Continued) 
one's self in another's place , to judge people by why they do things 
rather than by what they' do , to analyze the behavior of others , to 
analyze the motives of others , to predict how others will act. 
sue Succorance: To have others provide help when . in trouble , 
to seek encouragement from others , to have others be kindly , to have 
others be sympathetic and understanding about personal problems , to 
receive a great deal of affection from others , to have others do 
favors cheerfully , to be helped by others when depressed , to have 
others feel sorry when one is sick , to have a fuss made over one when 
hurt. 
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dom Dominance: To . argue for one's point of view , to be a leader 
tn groups to which one belongs , to be regarded by others as a leader , 
to be elected or appointed cha.irman of committees , to make group 
decisions , to settie arguments and disputes between others , to persuade 
!nd influence others to .do what one Wants , ·to supervise and direct the 
actions of others ,  to tell others how to . do their jobs. 
aba Abasement: To feel guilty when one does something wrong , 
_to accept blame when things do oot go right , to feel that personal 
pain and miserf suffered does more good than harm , to feel the need for 
punishment for wrong doing , to feel better when giving in and avoiding 
a fight than when having one's own way, to feel the need for confession 
or �rrors , to feel depressed by inability to handle situations , to feel 
timid in the presence of superiors , to feel inferior to others in most 
respects � 
nur Nurturance : To help friends when they are in trouble , to 
assist others less fortunate, to treat others with kindness and 
sympathy, to forgive others , to do sma 11 favors for others , to be 
generous with others , to sympathize with others who are hurt or sick , 
to show a great deal of affection toward others, to have others confide 
in one about personal problems. 
chg Change: To do new and different things , to travel , to meet 
new people , to experience novelty and change in daily routine , to 
experiment and try new things , to eat in new and different places , to 
try new and different jobs , to move about the country and live in 
different places , to participate in new fads and fashions. 
end Endurance: To keep at a job until it is finished , to 
complete any job undertaken , to work hard at a task , to keep at a 
puzzle or problem uniil it is solved , to work at a single job before 
taking on others , to stay up lat� working in order to get a job done , 
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APPENDIX "B" (Continued) 
to put in long hours of _ work without distraction, to stick at a problem 
even though it may seem as if no progress is being made, to avoid being 
interrupted while at work. 
het Heterosexuality: To go out with members of the opposite sex, 
to . engage activities with the opposite sex, to be in love with so�eone 
of the opposite sex, to kiss those of the opposite . sex ; to be regarded 
as physically attractive by those of the opposite sex, to participate 
in discussions about sex, to read books and plays involving sex, to 
listen to or to tell jokes involving sex, to become sexualiy excited. 
agg Aggression: To attack contrary points of- view, to tell 
others what one thinks about them, to criticize others publicly, to make 
fun of others, to tell others off when disagreeing with them, to get 
revenge for insults, to become angry, to blame others, when things go 
wrong, to re�d  newspaper accounts of violence . 
I '  I . . .  ' 
APPENDIX "C" 
Appendix "C" contains a list of the eleven needs· used in the 
investigation. The top three ranking individuals on the Edwards 
Personal Preference Schedule on each need appear to the right of the 
abbreviation and 1 ,  2 ,  3 rank on each need. 
Then , using the devised instrument in this investigation , an 
effort · was made to determine how many of the top thr�e ranking 
individuals on the EPPS according to actual score chose these same 
iop ranking individuals as ranking 1 ,  2 ,  or 3 on the devised instru-
/ . . 
ment. 
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The schematic which follows illustrates how often one individual 
·with a high need saw that same high need in another person. 
Choices and possible choices are listed on the right hand 
mar�in. As the investigation indicates, no conclusive results 
were shown. 
Ach l
:
�
l 
7 8 
2 choices made 
20 possible choices 
Exh 12 8 no choices made 
1 1  1 3  1 2  possible choices 
none 
Int 
none 
Dom 4.-(--15 
none l 
Chg 
Agg 
. 
1 
none 
3 
Def none 
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I 
7 
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9 choices made 
· 56 possible choices 
3 choices made 
6 possible choices 
10 choices made 
42 possible choices 
2 choices made 
2 possible choices 
1 choice made 
none 2 possible choices 
Aut 
14 )15 
· 1 3 
1�5 
1/ 
2 
6 choices made 
20 possible choices 
Sue 
Nur 
End 
APPENDIX "C" (Continued ) 
none 
none no high rank 
none 
none 
none · no high rank 
none 
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O · choices 
3 choi ces 
30 possible choices 
0 choices 
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